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Editorial
Clever, Inspired & 97% Fat
Welcome to the second issue and unlike my predecessor’s effort doing it single
handedly, rumours are abound that he tried to impress a girl with his athletic
prowess, I am looking forward to putting more into the following pages. Firstly
I’d like to thank Stewart Kent and ‘Oberleutnant’ Warren Meyer of Hobbies in
the Hills for providing the club with kits for the end of the year competition prizes
held in November ’97.
Many lessons were learnt on the production of the first issue and the reception
amongst the club members on the finished product has been quite encouraging. It
looks like there’s going to be another celebration dinner at Lone Star restaurant .
or was it Foodstar? All I remember is I had a bellyful.
As far as contributions are concerned, I personally have received some stuff
from club members whom have almost never contributed any articles due to
work, family or other personal reasons and found such a response quite encouraging. Keeping in mind that this magazine is by modellers for modellers, if you
have a special pet project in the works and you want to let everyone in the modelling fraternity to know about it, write it down and send it to us. Who knows that
maybe some fellow modeller may read your awe inspiring article and trigger them
into their own ‘I did it my way’ project. Lastly the article you write won’t be in
any model competitions where it will be judged; it will be in a magazine to be
read and appreciated by all.
By the way, not having a computer is no disadvantage: I need to polish up on
my touch typing anyway so any written articles and accompanying pictures would
be ideal.
My thanks to Peter Shum for laying out the second issue.
—Li Choo
Chief Editor for this issue
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IPMS New South Wales
The International Plastic Modellers Society, New South Wales
Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modelling.
The club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except
December when the meeting is held on the second Saturday.
Meetings start at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde Senior Citizens Centre
33 Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the
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competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the
club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic
modelling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692
8040 or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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INminiature (previously News &
Views) is the official magazine
of IPMS New South Wales.
Contributions are warmly invited. All due care is taken for
material offered, however neither
the editorial staff nor IPMS New
South Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material
in INminiature remains the copyright of the author, editors and
IPMS NSW. Reproduction of
any material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holder.
Please send all correspondence
to:
INminiature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
Or by email at:
Hornet133@Hotmail.com
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Takes a look at some new product releases.

A Most Outstanding Model
We feature Patrick Hetherington’s magnificent
model of the Graf Spee in 1/400 scale

Lest We Forget
ANZAC Day Display at IPMS New South Wales

Toyota AMLUX
Peter Shum visits the largest car showroom in
the world.

The Tempest
Dale Smith presents the second part of the
Hawker Trilogy.

Reviews
Hasegawa JAL Boeing 737-400 ‘Flower Jet’
Dragon Airbus Industrie A340-400 ‘Zhuhai Commoratve’
Marivox FFVS J-22 A/B

Front Cover
Top:
Flight Officer Jimmy James
with his ground crew in front
his Hawker Tempest Mk V,
Quackenbruk, 1945.
Bottom
Toyota MRJ concept car on display at the Toyota AMLUX
showroom.
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First Impressions
Fellow modellers share their first looks at new product releases. These are not full reviews where the author has built the model kit or
used the product

Tamiya Honda S-MX Lowdown

Launched in November 1996, the Honda
S-MX is hailed by its maker as their
“Creative Mover” concept with the “S”
for Street, “M” for Mover and “X”, well
they just had to put a X somewhere to
make it sound sporty.
It is easy to write off the S-MX as just
another one of those small, practical yet
dull Japanese “box on wheels”, but several features sets this Honda apart. The
most obvious is its 4-door hatchback configuration, with two doors on the left, one
at the rear and only one on the driver’s
side. Some motoring journalist were
quick to point out that the main group this
vehicle is aimed at is the single young
male that won’t stay single for much

longer. Noting it’s special features such
as the positioning of the handbrake and
gearshift so that there is no obstructions
between the driver and the front passenger. The front seats that fold all the way
down and converts to a bed, and the extra
large compartment that holds a full-sized
box of tissues (Well the cabin windows
does get all fogged up at times).
As for the model, what can you say
about a Tamiya car kit that has already
been said. The parts are beautifully
moulded in black, grey, clear and chrome
plated plastic, with the shell in “Passion
Orange Metallic“, one of the colours the
S-MX is available in. Other inclusions
are a piece of carpet is for the interior.,
detailed vinyl Pirelli P500 tyres and a
small decal sheet for the dashboard,
number plates and Honda badges. Along
with the excellent instruction sheet, this
kit should be a joy to build. A g r e a t
model of the Japanese equivalent of the
“sin bin”.

Product:

Tamiya Honda S-MX
Lowdown (24179)
Scale:
1/24
Content:
Injection molded parts,
tyres, “carpet sheet”, decals and instructions.
Comments: Typical Tamiya quality

—Peter Shum

Fujimi AMG Mercedes SLK230

So you’re after a convertible to do a spot
of cruising down to the yacht club on the
weekend and impress all those clients during the week. A MX-5 or MG just won’t
cut it, and as for a Barina cabriolet – ugh!
You need something with a bit more class
and street cred. Well, for the lucky among
us who have a spare $100K or so to blow
on their latest conveyance, the Mercedes
SLK 230 Kompressor may be the answer.
Of course, for that money, you could buy
2857 kits of……
Fujimi has released the SLK along
with a few other late model Mercs recently, including the E-series but not the
beautiful CLK – sob! This particular
model is the AMG enhanced version, with
different alloys, bumpers, and some
speed-hump finders masquerading as
skirts along the sides. The body kit for the
AMG version is moulded as part of the
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body shell. The kit comes moulded in silver-grey, with around 40 parts, plus 10
clear. Parts are crisp, although there are
mould marks around the roll bars and
steering wheel. There are a few other
criticisms as well. Cut lines for the glove
box and passengers airbag are too deep.
The backs of the seats have ejector pin
marks and their surface is quite rough,
very noticeable in a convertible. The instruction sheet is clear and detailed
through all steps of construction.
The kit provides a hard top so the car
can be built top up or down. Decals are
provided for the centre console, badges
and instruments, but given the deep set
gauges in the SLK, fit will need to be perfect. No engine detail is provided in the
kit, but good underbody detail and suspension parts are included. Interior door panels and grips are provided as well.
Kept in perspective, the few problems
with this kit are easily remedied. Overall,
the Fujimi SLK is a good kit of a great
car. Given that the waiting list for The
Real Thing is over one year, this is also
the fastest way to get your hands on one.
— Scott Pfaff

Product:

Fujimi AMG Mercedes
SLK230
Scale:
1/24
Content:
Approx. 60 injection
molded parts, “rubber”
tyres and instructions.
Price:
S$35
Supplier:
Suntec City Mall, Singapore
Comments: Will impress 1/24 scale
merchant bankers.

Hasegawa Japan Air Charter DC-10-40 Super Resort Express

Japan Air Charter (JAZ) is part of the Japan Airlines group with aircraft leased
from JAL and flown mainly by foreign
aircrews.
When JAL began their
“Paradise Flights” between Japan and Hawaii, they leased back the DC-10-40s
which were repainted in colourful tropical
paint schemes with flowers and birds
adorning the sides of the aircraft.
Except for the engines, the parts are
the same as the Finnair DC-10-30 (see
Reviews in INminiature 1/98), so con-

struction should represent little difficulty,
with nice raised surface detailing and
moulded passenger windows.
The decal for the purple flower and
bird design are nicely printed and all in
register. My example has slightly yellowed on clear film and on the white areas where it is particular noticeable. Unlike most Hasegawa airliner kits, the decal
sheet does not give you decals for passenger cabin windows which I think looks
better moulded ones in this scale.
I look forward to rolling this one off
the production line.
—Peter Shum

Product:

Hasegawa Japan Air
Charter DC-10-40 Super
Resort Express (LT103)
Scale:
1/200
Content:
54 injection molded parts
(including display stand),
decals and instructions.
Supplier:
Suntec City Mall, Singapore
Comments: Very pretty!

Dragon Singapore Airlines A340-313 “Celestar”
structions, in a better presented box. Also,
the engine cowlings are better moulded in
this example .
Markings are for a Singapore Airlines
“Celestar”. The windows and cockpit are
included as decals and register apart from
the windows are spot on. Wing panels
and the small Singapore insignia on the
engine cowls is also included.
Essentially, this kit is identical to the Airbus Industrie A340-300 ‘Zhuhai Commemorative‘ (see Reviews in this issue)
except for the decals.
Note that this is the boxed version of
this kit. And what you get for the extra
money is a display stand and clearer in-

—Peter Shum

Product:

Dragon Singapore Airlines
A 3 4 0 - 3 1 3
“Celestar” (2204)
Scale:
1/400
Content:
41 injection moulded parts
(including display stand),
decals and instructions.
Price:
$9.95
Supplier:
Kelletts Hobbies, Liverpool NSW
Comments: Nice LITTLE kit. Wish it
was 1/200 scale.

Hobbycraft “Vietnam” DHC Caribou Transport

This subject was a long time coming.
Only a 1/48th scale Caribou kit, in vacform, existed in the past and that was only
released a few years ago. It reached the
shops early in February for about $50.00.
Only in the last few weeks a company
called Idea has released this same kit
(probably in a license agreement with
Hobby Craft) but on the shelf at about half
the price. A cheap alternative, yes, but
consider that it may be made of poor quality material.

Finely recessed panel lines are a stand
out feature when you first look in the
rather large box. Nicely moulded in light
grey styrene, the larger components show
some light sink marks but these should
easily be dealt with. The kit consists of
81 grey pieces and 5 clear. Decals for
three versions are supplied with the kit, a
US Army transport, an RAAF transport
and a South Vietnam AF transport. An
oddity in this kit is that it supplies decals
for cargo netting to be applied inside the
fuselage.
This is a real treat for RAAF builders
and will sit very nicely on the shelf next to
it's two famous RAAF cousin's, the Douglas C-47 and the Lockheed C-130 Hercules.

Product:
Scale:
Content:
Price:

Hobbycraft “Vietnam”
DHC Caribou Transport
HC1343
1/72
86 injection molded parts,
decals and instructions.
$50.00 Approx.

-Stuart Coleman
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Paragon Lancaster Hercules Radial Engines and Nacelles
As one would know Avro Lancaster kits
produced by Airfix, Matchbox, Revell and
Tamiya have all been the in-line engine
powered versions but now Paragon have a
set to convert the Lancaster kits to the radial engine powered versions.
Available in 1/72nd scale at the moment, the parts are very well moulded in
the ubiquitous phlegm yellow polyurethane resin producing a smooth texture
and an absence of bubbles. Furthermore
the mould design to produce the copies
have been exceptional particularly the engine cowlings where separation from the
mould excess is careful trimming from the
cowling opening and that the beautifully
moulded Hercules radials simply slip into
through the back opening without a fuss.
The airscrew blades have been moulded
lengthwise with the flash along the blade
edges provides minimal preparation before
final assembly into the spinner.
The set consists of

•
•
•

Two long and two short nacelles to
replace the Merlin engine nacelles
Four engine cowlings

•
•
•
•
•

Four air intakes
Four ‘pineapple’ exhaust pipes
Four oil cooler intakes
Four spinners
Four sets of three blade paddle
airscrews

The set being a sample was sent in a
self-seal plastic bag without any instructions so I could not really say which
would be the recommended Lancaster kit
Paragon would want the modeller to use.
Anyhow this set should be heaven sent for
those who have yearned to build a nonMerlin powered Lancaster. I enquired
further by asking which would be the best
kit to use for this conversion and the
unanimous response was the Airfix BI/
BIII. That just goes to show how much I
know about Avro Lancaster kits.
My thanks to both Paragon and Jeff
Iles of Just Planes for the supply of the set
for review and now I feel like getting out
the video of “The Dambusters” and
watching it.

Four Bristol Hercules Radial Engines

Product:

Paragon Lancaster Hercules Radial Engines and
Nacelles (Set No. 7248)
Scale:
1/72
Content:
Cold cast polyurethane
resin parts.
Price:
TBA
Supplier:
Paragon via Just Planes,
Bankstown NSW
Comments: Now where did I put that
Lancaster kit!

— Li Choo

Paragon Mosquito Fighter Nose Conversion
A few years ago Paragon did produce a
range of resin accessory parts for the Mosquito in 1/48th scale and in 1/72nd scale.
Now the same company has released a set
in 1/32nd scale.
This would be classed as the, “About
time they did this” category which would
be quite appropriate for those who have a
1/32nd scale Revell de Havilland Mosquito
tucked away for that ‘big’ project in the
near future. If I remember correctly the
kit was originally a Mk IV bomber which
had the glass nose and if you are looking
to produce a fighter version, here is half
your work cut out for you.
The sample I received came bagged and a
label on the description of the contents
stuck to the bag but without any additional
paper instructions. All of the parts were
very well cast without any evidence of
porosity which is characteristic of this
kind of resin. The finish of the parts was
smooth.
The parts consist of

•
•
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One fighter flat face canopy, separately bagged.
Instrument Panel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cockpit Floor
Pilot’s seat
Observer’s seat

Now to find space to display the finished model. My thanks both to Paragon
and Jeff Iles of Just Planes for providing
me with the set for review.
— Li Choo

Left and Right hand side cockpit
walls
Rear Parcel Shelf with radio
Miscellaneous radio set with instruments
Separate cockpit door
Fighter type joystick and throttle
quadrant or is it a trim quadrant?
Machine gun barrels
Three piece nose section featuring the
underside cannon detail and a nose
cap

Given the scale one would expect the
level of detail to be exquisite and believe
me you won’t be disappointed. All that is
required of the modeller is to give the set a
decent paint job, appropriate surgery to
the kit and, we have ourselves a 1/32nd
scale Mosquito fighter.

Product:

Paragon Mosquito Fighter
Nose Conversion with
Full Cockpit Interior (Set
No. 3212)
Scale:
1/32
Content:
Cold cast polyurethane
resin parts.
Price:
TBA
Supplier:
Paragon via Just Planes,
Bankstown NSW
Comments: Any got a 1/32 scale Mozzie for sale?

Top:
Patrick Hetherington’s Graf Spee in
1/400 scale.
Left:
The barrels of the
main guns and the
37 mm flak are all
scratchbuilt.
Bottom
Close up shoot revealing the finely
detailed superstructure.
Note the
Heinkel He60 floatplane.

The winner of the Most Outstanding Model in April
1998 was the Graf Spee built by Patrick Hetherington. It
was essentially a second wind project inspired by the
construction of the same ship four years earlier. The first
Graf Spee Patrick built was a 1/720 scale Italeri kit. Inspired by the result, he decided to commence on building
a more detailed model of the same ship.
Knowing that Heller had manufactured a 1/400 scale
Graf Spee and that the kit had been re-released, Patrick
also obtained a Gold Medal Model’s 1/400 scale photoetch brass fittings and railings. The references he had
collected from various books and especially a copy of
1/100 scale drawings from the Canberra War Memorial
was acquired prior to the commencement of the project.
The kit itself was quite disappointing and for the given
scale provided no greater detail than the 1/720 scale kit.
The “Panzerschiff” was to be built as the flagship of
the Kriegsmarine in 1937. One of the significant improvements made was the addition of a frame between
the front and back superstructures to hold up the lifeboat.
Other changes include the main guns, which were machined out of aluminum tubing to replace the undersized
plastic parts as well as the 37 mm flak guns. One other
significant change he made was the conversion of the
Arado 196 floatplane supplied by the kit into a Heinkel
60. Numerous other modifications and additions were
made including the complete scratchbuilding of the
masts down to the addition of photo-etched oars inside
the lifeboats.
Looking at the photographs reflects the efforts of
this modeller who estimates that the project took approximately three months to complete. A truly awe inspiring model to see …….and appreciate.
— Li Choo

Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

Patrick Hetherington’s

Graf Spee
Most Outstanding Model – Expert, April 1998
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Above:
The models and their
makersfrom left to
right, Bob Whaites,
Ian Krestensen, Neil
Warnes, Thomas Dy,
Michael Woodgate,
Steve Varhegyi and
Stuart Coleman.
Right:
P-51D Mustang
-Michael Woodgate
Far Right
Bristol Beaufort
-Michael Woodgate

Photographs by Scott Pfaff

Lest We Forget
IPMS ANZAC Day Display 1998
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Top:
Special display by
Neil Warnes.
Above:
Part of the main
ANZAC display.
Far Left:
de Havilland Mosquito
- Stuart Coleman

ANZAC day fell on a Saturday this year and all I heard was “Do
we still get a day off?”. It seems to me that ANZAC day is losing it’s meaning. Thankfully, IPMS members have shown that
this isn’t the case for all members of the community. To commemorate the event, an ANZAC competition and display was
proposed to be added to the April programme and it was good to
see it voted in with flying colours.
There was a good turn-out for the display with about 40 Australian military models on the tables. Most of those models were
WWII aircraft. The competition only drew two entries but given

this is understandable. Thanks go to all of those members who
participated by bringing in models for the special event.

Left
Spitfire Mk. Vc
- Thomas Dy

— Stuart Coleman
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All Photographs by the author
Above:
Toyota Racing
Development
TRD3000 supercar.

Peter Shum visits the

TOYOTA aMLUX
in Ikekuburo, Tokyo
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About 10 minutes walk from the JR Ikebukuro station, nestled
between the Sunshine building and the Tokyu Hands department
store is the Toyota Auto Salon Amlux Tokyo, 7 floors of lavish
decor, interactive displays, high tech displays and equally high
tech motor vehicles.
It may a car just a showroom but it is reputed to be the
worlds largest and serves as Toyota’s showcase to the world.
Amlux is a place for one to decide a current motor vehicle purchase, aspire to future wealth or just simply indulge in old
dreams.
Toyota describe the Amlux as a story about motor vehicles
and each floor forms a chapter. Starting from the basement are
the motorsports displays. Open wheelers, sporting sedans and
products from TRD, Toyota Racing Developments.
The first floor is the centrepiece representing the Toyota's
vision of the future. Concept cars such as the MR-J and alternate
energy powered vehicles are displayed here along with recently
released models. Masses of sophisticated audio visual equipment
explains the benefits of Toyota safety technology. The driving
simulator combines 3D HiVision displays and a six-axis motion
ride the experience is so real that you must have your license or

international drivers permit to operate it. Now, that is serious!
On the second floor is the Amlux Theater. In Toyota's literature, "the Amlux Theater creates sensations exciting the fives
senses, including high-resolution pictures, the surround system,
body sonic, and aroma system emitting fragrance according to the
scene." and is certainly an experience to behold. See the action of
the off road rally, hear the engine roar, feel the vibrations, and
even smell the freshly brewed coffee the driver's drinking but to
taste it you'll need to buy one from the Cafe Bar Spark (what a
name?)
The remaining floors are devoted to the current Toyota lineup
with everything from little city smart cars, off road and recreation vehicles, sports and the usual luxurious but very dull flagship
sedans. For the visitor to Japan, the cars take on a fascinating
twist. There are familiar cars with unfamiliar names, like the
Windom (Lexus ES300 in Australia) , familiar names on unfamiliar cars like the Corolla Spacio and cars that best left only for the
Japanese domestic market, like the Starlet Carat, with 60’s style
front grille and lots of glorious chrome trim. Climb in and make
yourself comfortable, play with the satellite navigation, do anything but start the engine and drive it home. Perhaps the best way

Top:
Inside the
TRD3000.
Above:
Toyota Sports car
lineup.
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to appreciate this place is to do what one couple did, simply hop into one of the
$200,000+ Supras and dream.
You can easily spend a whole day here and a visit to the Toyota Amlux is
probably the most fun you can have in Tokyo for free.

Fact File
Toyota Auto Salon Amlux Tokyo
3-5 Higashi-Ikebukuro, 3 chome, Toshima-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Tel: 81-3-5391-5900
Entry: Free
Weekdays 11:00-20:00
Sundays & Holidays 10:00-19:30
Closed on Mondays (and Tuesdays if Monday is a national holiday) and
year-end to New Year’s Day
http://www.toyota.co.jp/Amlux (Japanese text only)
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Opposite Page:
The MRJ is a concept car but it
may be put into production as the
replacement for the highly successful MR2.
This Page:
Everyday vehicles not seen in
overseas.
Above:
Carmry Gracia
Middle:
Corolla Spacio
Bottom:
Toyota Starlet Carat.
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Above:
Tempest Mk VIs on
route to the Middle
East with the aircraft
in the foreground
flown by F/L Lewis
Bevis. Note the Mosquito
which
was
needed for navigation
over long distances
and the Spitfire Mk
XIVe, complete with
slipper tank for the
journey
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The Tempest
Dale Smith presents the second part
of the Hawker Trilogy

Photograph via Lewis Bevis

"Hast thou, spirit, perform'd to point the tempest that I bade
thee?"
Shakespeare's "The Tempest",
Act 1, Scene 2.

Development
The early development of the Typhoon showed major limitations
in the aircraft's performance. These were all traced back to the
aircraft's wing chord thickness. Severe buffeting during diving
trials had been experienced with the pilot having to constantly
correct with the trim. The buffeting would start 500 MPH and
gradually increase with speed.
This thickness of the wing was originally designed to allow
large fuel tanks and ammunition to be stored. A redesign of the
wing had commenced but it was March 1940 and German forces

All photographs courtesy of Gerald Trayhurn unless noted.

were gathering across the channel. Work was halted on the redesign to concentrate on higher priorities.
In September 1941 work on the Typhoon started afresh.. A
new, semi-elliptical wing was designed similar to that of the Spitfire. The wing chord was 5 inches thinner than the original so the
designers had to find more room elsewhere for fuel so that the
aircraft could meet the specifications. In the end, a tank was installed in the fuselage between the engine oil tank and the fire
wall.
Power for the new design was provided by the new Sabre Mk
IV Engine. With the larger engine and the extra fuel tank the fuselage was extended and the vertical and horizontal tail surface
areas increased to compensate for the extra length. Also a fin fillet was added between the fuselage spine and the tail plane giving
the Tempest its distinctive tail shape. Tempest Prototypes proposed were:

Top:
Tempest Mk V at
QuackenBruk in mid
1945. F/O Jimmy
James with his ground
crew. Note the lightening bolt on the side of
the fuselage.
Above:
F/O Gerald Trayhurn
in JJ-V, a Tempest V
at Volkel, March 1945.
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Hawker
Typhoon
Mk Ib (late) nose,
wing and tail details.

Mark
I
II

Serial No
Description
HM 599 Sabre IV, wing mounted radiators
LA 602
Centaurus IV, wing mounted radiators
LA 603
III LA610
Griffon IIB
IV LA614
Griffon 61
V HM595
Sabre II

Tempest Mk I
Development was undertaken in the engine cooling system with
the relocation of the radiators into the inner leading edge of the
wing, much like that on the Mosquito. Wind tunnel tests displayed only a slight improvement over the current design. Suggestions from the "Boffins" at the RAE, based at Farnborough,
stated that they may be able to reduce drag over the existing design by up to two thirds. As a result a prototype serial number
HM599 was produced, powered by the new Sabre Mk IV engine.
Due to long delays in engine development and manufacturing
problems with the wing root radiators, the prototype aircraft was
not flown until the 24 February 1943. This aircraft still had the
old "car-door" canopy and the Typhoon tailplane. Unfortunately,
the Air Ministry disliked the production problems encountered
with the prototype and the Mk I was dropped in favour of the Mk
V which had already been flown.
Specifications
Length:
10.49m (34 ft, 5 in)
Wing span:
12.50m (41 ft, 0 in)
Powerplant: Sabre Mk IV
Max. speed:
466 mph @ 24,500 ft.
Tempest Mk V
The Tempest V prototype, serial number HM595 flew on the 2
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September 1942 and differed from the Typhoon by having the
new wing and the fuselage extension..
The new wing showed immediate improvements with
smoother, sharper handling at high speed and none of the Typhoon's vibration problems. The response time of the elevator
was considered to be a problem. but was eliminated with the inclusion of spring-tab ailerons.
The Air ministry placed an order for 100 Tempest Mk V's
and the first production aircraft, serial No. JN 729, flew in June
1943. These were known as Mk V, Series 1 and differed by having long barrelled Hispano Mk II cannons with barrels that protruded some 8 in. from the leading edge of the wing. The 3rd aircraft in this batch was the first machine fitted with a one piece
bubble canopy which increased visibility remarkably. Performance was measured at..
Sea level
376 mph
6,600 ft:
411 mph
18,400 ft
432 mph
A series of comparisons were arranged against a Mustang III,
a Spitfire Mk XIV, a Messerschmitt Bf109G and a Focke Wulf
FW190A. Below 20,000 ft the Tempest Mk V was 15 to 20
MPH faster than the Mustang and the Spitfire and 40 to 50 MPH
faster than Germany's finest. At higher altitudes the Allied aircraft reversed this trend while the Bf109G matched it and the
FW190A being slower again. In manoeuvrability the Tempest
was outclassed by both the Mustang and Spitfire but could hold
it's own against the German machines.
Specifications
Wingspan:
Length:
Height:
Empty Weight:

41 feet
33 feet 8 inches
16 feet 1 inch
9,250 pounds

Hawker
Tempest
Mk V nose, wing
and tail details.

Max. Weight:
Powerplant:
Armament:
Performance
Max. Speed:
Service Ceiling:
Range:

13,640 pounds
One 2,180 hp Sabre II liquid cooled inline
engine
Four Hispano Mk. V 20 mm cannons. Two
1,000 pound bombs or eight 60 pound
rockets.
466 mph
34,800 feet
740 miles

Tempest Mk II
The Centaurus powered Tempest Mk II saw little action in the
World War Two, but it served with a number of foreign air forces
afterwards and will be covered by a later article
Tempest Mk III & IV
Due to problems and delays with the fitting of the Griffon engines
to the Tempest airframes, these prototypes were cancelled. Rolls
Royce then concentrated on supplying Griffons for Spitfires. The
Tempest Mk III airframe, serial no. LA610 was eventually fitted
with a Griffon 85 engine and completed as a Hawker Fury. Latter
it was re-engined with a Sabre Mk VIII, the final version of this
engine. Rated at over 3000 HP it could push the Tempest to a top
speed of 483 MPH.
Tempest Mk VI
This mark of Tempest was basically a stop-gap measure due to
the limited availability of the Centaurus engines for the Mk II.
First flown in May, 1944 it was powered by the new Sabre Mk V
which developed 2,340 HP, a 10% increase in power. This
higher powered engine needed a greater cooling capacity and as a
result the carburettor air intakes were moved from the centre of
the radiator, thus increasing the radiator surface area. The intake

was relocated in the inside leading edge of the wing. The oil
cooler was fitted behind the radiator under the nose.
Some of this mark of Tempest were embarked to the Middle
East. A number of these took part in a trial, in Khartoum, to test
the air cleaning and cooling systems which proved to be inadequate and an extra oil cooler had to be fitted for operations in
tropical climates. A similar air cleaner to the type fitted to the
tropicalised Typhoon was also required and was fitted under the
fuselage between the wings. These aircraft were also fitted with
desert survival equipment including two bottles of water mounted
behind the pilot's head armour.
Orders for this mark totalled 142 airframes with the above
trials carried out between December, 1945 and February, 1946.
A speed of 438 MPH at 17,800 ft and a service ceiling of 38,000
ft was attained.
Armament
Initial airframes were armed with four Hispano Mk II cannon,
and later aircraft being fitted with Hispano Mk Vs. Trials were
made during mid 1944 with bombs and rocket projectiles as per
the Typhoon. Slight drops in speed were evident with bomb
racks fitted and a drop of 30 MPH was experienced with 500 lb
bombs fitted. Roughly the same performance figures were obtained when 60 lb rocket projectiles were installed. Service
equipment was limited to the 45 gallon drop tanks under each
wing. Post war, Tempest Mk II's, V's and VI's were permitted to
carry up to 1000 lb bombs or four "zero length" rocket launch
rails.
Trials were also undertaken with a Vickers 47 mm cannon
under each wing but these were not used due to the RAF's reliance on rockets after the war.

Production and Squadron Service
In January, 1944, the first of the new Tempests arrived at 486
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Nose, wing and tail
details
of
the
Hawker
Tempest
Mk II with the Bristol Centaurus radial
engine.

Top & bottom profiles of the wing root
area due to the relocation of the oil
cooler, radiator and
the carburettor inlet
on the Tempest Mk
VI.
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Wings with Hispano Mk II 20 mm
cannon (left) and
Mk
V
cannon
(right).
Rear view of the
wings showing flap
detail.

Squadron, RNZAF for initial flight familiarisation. These were
then passed on to the first squadron to fully equip with the type,
number 3 Squadron RAF. During the next few months 486
Squadron received their full complement of aircraft and became
fully operational themselves.
Operations against the enemy commenced almost immediately with attacks on shipping being undertaken by pairs of aircraft during May, 1944. During April No. 56 Squadron also arrived at Newchurch to complete No. 150 wing, 85 Group. At the
time, No. 56 squadron were still equipped with Typhoons and
Spitfire Mk IXs but these were replaced with Tempests over the
next few months. The new wing was placed under the command
of W.C. Roland Beaumont, DSO, DFC. By June 1944 all aircraft being received by this wing were the Tempest Mk V Series
2 armed with the Hispano Mk V short barrelled cannon. This
meant that the entire weapon was concealed in the wing and allowed the aircraft to carry a 45 Gal drop tank under each wing.
During June, 1944 the Newchurch wing was detached from
the 2nd Tactical Airforce along with a number of other Squadrons
to deal with the V1 “Buzz Bomb” menace that started to appear
over Southern England. In all, the wing destroyed over 600 V1s
during this period. Deliveries of Tempests to various Squadrons
continued until September 1945 with a total of 801 aircraft in all.
The last aircraft delivered bore the serial number SN 355.

With the 2nd Tactical Air Force
On the 28 September, 1944, Tempests of No. 3 and 56 squadron
moved from their bases in England to Airfield B.60, Grimbergen,
near Brussels in Belgium with No. 486 Squadron, RNZAF,
joined them only two days later. The three squadrons were renamed the 122nd Fighter Wing. Around the same time No. 80
and No. 274 Squadrons, RAF, moved to Antwerp in Belgium.
The first major action seen was in providing coverage for
"Operation Market Garden" near Armhem, Nijmegen and Eindhoven in Holland. No. 3 & No. 56 Squadrons participated and

were credited with a number of enemy aircraft destroyed. The
122nd Fighter Wing was only based at Grimbergen for a short
time, being transferred to Volkel, Holland where they were to remain for a number of months.
Early 1945 saw numbers 33 and 222 Squadrons equipped
with Tempests. Operations during this time consisted of nearly
every form of airborne combat known. Ground attack, bomber
escorting, train and tank busting as well as fighter sweeps were
the most common of the operations flown. Losses were quite
high at this time mainly due to flak. Sorties were also undertaken
to neutralise the Me262 menace. The Tempest's higher speed at
low altitude meant they could catch the jets while they were preparing to land at their bases.
All through the first half of 1945 the Tempest Squadrons
were being moved further into Germany using the abandoned
Luftwaffe airfields. The last German aircraft destroyed by a Tempest was the 4th of May, 1945. On the same day the last Tempest
went down, claimed by the pilot of a Heinkel He162 jet powered fighter.

Postwar Service
The Middle East
Unlike the Typhoon, the Tempest continued to serve for a number
of years after World War II in a variety of roles. The Tempest
Mk VIs were flown in the Middle East and equipped a number of
squadrons. These aircraft replaced Mustangs, Spitfires and Mosquitoes and served till March, 1950 when they were replaced by
de Havilland Vampires.
Target Tugs
From February, 1950 until May, 1952, 80 Tempests were rebuilt
as TT.5 Target Tugs at a conversion line at Langley and then distributed to RAF Squadrons serving in the UK and occupied Germany. They were used by the Central Gunnery Schools and Operational Conversion Units for towing airborne targets. The last
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Top Left:
Gerald in a Spitfire
Mk Vs at the OTU
in September, 1944,
Eshott, UK.
Top Right:
Gerald in the cockpit of a Ju188 taken
on V.E. day, May
1945. Gerald looks
to be hung over
from the party the
previous night. This
particular aircraft
had landed at the
squadron's airfield
to surrender the
previous day and
was
subsequently
written off a few
days later when it
ground looped on
landing in the hands
of one of the squadron’s pilot.
Right:
Gerald in a Typhoon Mk Ib at 26
OTU
at
Aston
Downs Gloucestershire.

Above: Pilots of No. 274 Squadron, January, 1945 shortly before Gerald arrived. most of these pilots did not survive the war
with a large percentage falling victim to flak. F/L Bill Stark is on the wing 3nd from the left and F/L F. W. Mossing is in front
2nd from the left. He was killed mid-air collision whilst attached to 56 OTU in May, 1945. Squadron Leader Cole is far right
with the squadron mascot.
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Above: No. 274 Squadron, March, 1945. Some names as Gerald remembers them.
F/L Pierre Closterman, DFC (Third from left).
F/S Ramamouty (Fourth from left, seated on jeep bumper bar).
F/O Jimmy James (seated on ground, front-left).
S/L Hibbert (front holding squadron badge).
F/L Bill Stark (behind Hibbert's right shoulder).
Gerald (standing second from right).
F/L Dave Kennedy (on Gerald's right with moustache).
F/L Alan Ingliss, DFC (kneeling far right).

flights by these aircraft were made between October and December, 1954 to Aston Down where they were scrapped. The last
Tempest Mk V flight was made by 233 OCU at Pembury in July,
1955.

One who was there
I have recently been in contact with some Tempest Mk V pilots
now residing in Australia. One of these is Flying Officer Gerald
Trayhurn who has supplied me the photographs used in this article.
In 1945 Gerald flew Tempests with No. 274 Squadron,
RAF. I was able to contact Gerald and he very graciously recounted some of most memorable sorties for this article. He also
provided some wartime photographs for which I am eternally
grateful (and so are we. Ed). In his own words he tells us how it
was.
"274 Squadron RAF. 122 Wing, 84th Group. Together with
80 Squadron RAF and 486 New Zealand Squadron, March 7th,
1945. Based at Volkel in Holland. Flying a Tempest V Serial
number NV 722 - JJM. Fighter sweep of NEINBURG HANOVER - WESEL. Eight aircraft, with 2 sections consisting
of 4 aircraft. Red section was led by S/L Hibbert DFC and yellow section, by F/L Messing (Canada) DFC. I was Messing's No.
2. The following is taken from the Operations Record Book.
'The days weather started unimpressively with heavy cloud
and no flying by us. Later, however, towards mid afternoon the
clouds began to break and at 14:35 we took off with 80 and 486
Squadrons to sweep Neinburg - Ham - Wesel under the lead of S/
Ldr Ed Mackie (80) DFC & Bar. Huns were reported in the
Rein - Enchede area and contact was made. Another gaggle comprising of 56 & 3 Squadrons arrived at roughly the same time and
the Huns found themselves in a horrid and unusual position.
There were about 10 Huns, FW190s and over 40 of us, a proportion which 'Jerry' only appreciates in reverse, especially when
Tempests are concerned. He got away as quickly as possible, all
except 4 of him, while Tempests dived and weaved all around the

place. Two of our pilots (274) fired at the enemy but since both
of the targets had already been peppered by "thrusters" from other
squadrons no claims were made. The indescribable din in the
briefing room after the show, was reminiscent of 1941 at spots
like Biggin Hill. We landed at 1600 Hrs."
March 24th, 1945. Based at Gilze Rijen in Holland. Eigh
aircraft.
Strafing enemy aerodromes in the NORDHORN RHINER area. Attacked PLANTLUNNE. Me109s, FW190s and
Ju88s were lined up beside runways and also in gun bays. Operations Record Book report.
"There was, this morning, a general air of excitement and
expectancy. The first shows were off very early. Our Squadron
had eight into the air at 06:00 Hrs, the role being to keep German
aircraft on the ground and, if possible, to destroy them on the
ground and if they did manage to sneak into the air, to destroy
them there. All this while the Army (with the Navy of course)
was pressing on across the Rhine bridgeheads which had been
established that morning. Very little was seen by the first pilots
on the first sweeps of the area so we split up to maintain patrols
of the Northern air fields. Flight Lt Bill Stark, who was leading a
section of 3 aircraft (as one had to turn back with engine troubles), called up to say he could see movement on Plantlunne airfield. Finally, Bill led his section of 3 down to strafe while our
section, led by S/L Hibbert gave top cover. The Huns had ample
time to man their flak posts having seen us pass over only minutes
before. Our section witnessed F/Lt Stark and F/Lt Kennedy (an
Australian) dive at a 60 degree angle, line abreast, encountering
heavy flak and we saw them both hit. As F/Lt Kennedy attempted to bail out his chute snagged the tailplane and he perished with his aircraft. Section No 3 returned to base alone. After
this rather shattering event things quietened down and as one
could imagine the mess was very quiet that evening.
Just ten days before, F/Lt Stark had led my stricken Tempest,
JJR serial EJ 876, back over the Rhine from enemy territory in a
vain attempt to reach our base at Volkel, Holland. As the flames

Top Left:
Gerald with his armourer, Bill (left)
and airframe fitter,
Ron
at
Vokel,
March, 1945.
Top Right:
Dispersal, March
1945 probably at
Volkel, Holland.
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entered the cockpit I had no choice but to bail out at 1500 feet.
Bill reported to the squadron that I had landed safely and I appreciated the transport supplied by a Canadian Army Captain's Jeep.
I was back in the mess at Volkel by 2000 Hrs the same day. I
had a drink with Bill Stark and thanked him for his assistance.
To witness his death just ten days later was very difficult for me
to accept.”

Postscript
The enemy aircraft stated as shot down in the action of March
7th, 1945 were, in fact, three FW190s and an Me109. Flight/Lt J.
J. Payton and F/O V. L. Turner of 56 Squadron were credited
with an FW190 and an Me109 respectively. Squadron/L E. D.
Mackie of 80 Squadron was credited with an FW190. Flying/O
B. M. Vasiliades of 3 Squadron was credited with an FW190.
The sortie in which Gerald had to abandon his aircraft is covered in the publication "Odd-bods at War, 1939-1945, Vol. 1",
published in 1988. The article is titled "A Golden Caterpillar
with Ruby Eyes". The caterpillar reference meaning pilots who
had 'hit the silk'.
A number of Tempests were lost due to engine failures. In
this instance Gerald had not encountered any enemy aircraft or
flak on this mission. Gerald stated that vibration in the engine
bay was found to be the probable cause of an oil leak in a major
oil line under the engine. He feels that, perhaps, this is a correct
assumption as he had a sudden and large drop of oil pressure before the engine fire occurred.
Further discussions with Gerald on the above losses indicated
that he could not understand the deceased pilots actions. The
whole squadron had, just five minutes earlier, flown passed the
airfield and as a result, all of the flak batteries on the airfield
would have been brought to full readiness.
In most instances, attacks were usually made on airfields by
approaching at low level. When approximately one mile from the
objective, they would pop up to 1 to 2 thousand feet then dive towards the target. The flak batteries were usually caught unawares
and there was a good chance of inflicting much damage on aircraft on the ground before the flak opened up.
Gerald has also had some doubts about the loss of F/L Bill
Stark. He clearly remembers seeing both Stark's and Kennedy's
aircraft being hit by the flak yet he only recalls seeing Kennedy's
aircraft hit the ground. It is not known how badly Stark's aircraft
was hit or where he went down.
When Plantlunne airfield was eventually overrun by the advancing Allied forces the squadron was notified that two graves
were found on the perimeter of the airfield with Stark's and Kennedy's dog-tags attached to small crosses. An aircraft was
claimed by Major E. Rudorffer of JG-7 near Wesel on the same
day that Stark's aircraft, JJ-?, NV920 went down. It is possible
that Stark may have been able to egress the area but was caught
low and damaged by Rudorffer. May we, one day find the answer.
Sadly, to the best of my knowledge only one Tempest Mk V
survives to the present and is with the RAF museum at Hendon,
UK.. This aircraft was built up from parts taken from different
aircraft but the airframe number is SN219. It has been painted in
the markings of NV778 of No. 33 Squadron, RAF.
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Tempest Colours

Hawker Tempest Mk. V Prototype
The aircraft is in standard RAF camouflage (not shown here for clarity) of Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper surfaces and
Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Serials and spinner are in black and the prototype markings are in yellow.

Hawker Tempest of No. 249 Sqn, RAF, GN-H, NX143 based in Iraq, 1948
Upper surfaces are in Dark green and Ocean grey with the lower surfaces in Medium sea grey. Fuselage band is in sky.
Code letters are red with a white outline and the serial number are black. The spinner is white and red with a thin red band
on the white half. The Squadron's emblem is on the tail.

Hawker Tempest Mk. V, 274 Sqn RAF, JJ-R, EJ876, Pilot F/O Gerald Trayhurn, Volkel, Holland, March 1945
Upper surfaces are Dark Green & Ocean Grey with the lower surfaces in Medium Sea Grey. Code letters and spinner are
Sky and the serial numbers are black. This aircraft was abandoned west of Emmerich due to engine failure while returning from a sortie on 14th March, 1945.

Hawker Tempest Mk. V, 222 Sqn RAF, ZD-V, SN165.
Upper surfaces are Dark Green & Ocean Grey with the lower surfaces in Medium Sea Grey. Code letters and spinner are
Sky and the serial numbers are black.
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Reviews
In these articles, the authors has either built the model kit or used the product and hence can provide a more accurate assessment than it
is possible in First Impressions.

Hasegawa JAL Boeing 737-400 ‘Flower Jet’
—Peter Shum

This Hasegawa kit is a triple kit with parts
and markings for three flower jets,
“Cosmos“, “Gentian” and “Sunflower“.
At first glance the breakdown of parts is
unusual until you release that this kit can
also be built as a “snap together” desk display model and a display stand is supplied
for each aircraft. Hasegawa has obviously
worked hard to eliminate most of the
problems with assembling an airliner.
The fuselage is split top and bottom and is
devoid of cockpit and passengers windows and cabin doors details, which may
initially be a disappointment but in this
scale decal windows and doors look much
better anyway. The wings are mould as a
single part which simplify alignment, and
the engine nacelles are moulded as a single piece that eliminates the very tedious
job of filling and sanding gaps inside the
air intakes.
Construction was very straightforward and the instructions were closely
adhered to except that the landing gear
was left off the model until after painting.
The fit of parts was good but there were
small gaps along the fuselage, the horizontal stabiliser and the engine pylons which
were easily filled with Gunze Sangyo Mr
Surfacer.
The whole model was primed in
Gunze Sangyo’s Mr Surfacer 1000 and
was finished in Testor’s FS17875 Insignia
White for the fuselage, FS36495 Flat
Light Gray for the underside, wings and
tailplanes, FS36376 Light Ghost Gray for
the wing walkways and Metalizer nonbuffing aluminium for the leading edges.
What maybe a turn off for some modeller’s is the colour schemes. They are the
same for all 3 jets except for the registration numbers and the small flower symbols on the fuselage. Rather than making
three almost identical models, I elected to
complete the first one as “Cosmos” and
will keep the other two kits to be finished
in different schemes.
The decal sheet is beautifully printed
and is all in register. Despite this, decal-
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ing proved to be a difficult exercise. The
absence of any moulded details on the fuselage sides made aligning the long passenger window decals a time consuming
task. The two grey strip decals on the fuselage are the wrong lengths and the left
decal is longer than the right one. They are
the other way around on the actual aircraft. On the instructions, the placement
on the large “JAL” letters on the fuselage
is incorrect, check your references. The
decals themselves went on beautifully requiring only a little decal softener.
Despite the decal problems, the kit
builds up to an excellent model and looks
rather cute as the “Baby” when place next
to a JAL Boeing 777.

Product:

Hasegawa JAL Boeing
737-400 ‘Flower
Jet’ (LT120)
Scale:
1/200
Content:
3 X 28 injection moulded
parts (including display
stands), decals and instructions.
Price:
¥1,620
Supplier:
Tokyu Hands Department
Store, Shibuya, Tokyo,
Japan
Comments: Easy build but hard to
decal.

Dragon Airbus Industrie A340-300 ‘Zhuhai Commemorative’
decals difficult. Also the blue strip on the
rear fuselage just doesn’t fit and needs to
be trimmed and touched up with paint.
The kit makes a very nice but somewhat small model of the A340. If it only
was in 1/200 scale…
—Scott Pfaff & Peter Shum

After the A300, Airbus Industrie went on
to plan the release of a larger capacity series of aircraft to compete with Boeing’s
747 and forthcoming 777. Airbus came
up with the A330 and A340. The A330
was to be the shorter ranged, lower capacity model, leaving the A340 to compete
against the 747 on long routes with lower
passenger numbers than was economic for
the Boeing aircraft. The A340 is powered
by 4 CFM 56-5 engines, giving a range of
around 13,500 km with 295 passengers in
a standard configuration. Many variants
have already been designed, including the
A340-500, which is planned to have a
range of approximately 15,500 km, allowing Europe to Australia to be flown nonstop.
Dragon recently released a series of
airliner kits in 1/400 scale including the
A340 in various liveries. Although 1/400
scale seems too small for an aircraft kit,
the A340 is large enough to have a reasonable amount of detail included. The kit
contains 41 parts, injection moulded in
white. The fuselage is separated into top
and bottom halves, similar to some of the
latest Hasegawa airliner kits. The four engine pods are moulded as one piece. Detail in the landing gear and engines is simple, but panel lines are finely engraved
and detail on the wing surfaces is excellent. Instructions are clearly laid out and
easy to follow.
This particular sample was packaged
in a clear blister pack and is cheaper than
the boxed version. The quality seems to
be a reflection of the lower price as the
blister pack version has a few problems
not found in boxed kits. The engine cowlings had small gaps in the exhaust nozzles
which required some filling. The decal
sheet has a little bit of “fur” stuck on it
which had carefully scraped off and the
white markings has yellowed which is
particular noticeable on the cargo bay
door decals. You also don’t get the display stand. Note that none of these problems apply to the boxed version of this kit.
The construction did not present any

major problems. Although the kit did require some filling and sanding, we are
spared from the legendary part fit problems that plague many of Dragon’s aircraft kits. You’ll need to add ballast to
the nose as indicated on the instructions
though none is supplied with the kit. The
wing roots had small gaps which were
easily filled with Gunze Sangyo’s Mr Surfacer but watch out for fit of the little
square part on the belly of the fuselage.
Painting an airliner model can be trying at the best of times but the small size
of this kit adds to the difficulties. It takes
the same amount of masking to represent
the airliner’s colour scheme no matter
what scale the model is in. This is not the
fault of the kit itself. The whole model
was primed in Gunze Sangyo’s Mr Surfacer 1000 and was finished in Testor’s
FS17875 Insignia White for the fuselage,
FS36495 Flat Light Gray for the underside, wings and tailplanes, FS36376 Light
Ghost Gray for the wing walkways and
Metalizer non-buffing aluminium for the
leading edges. Oddly, according to the
instructions the engines should be light
grey except for number 2 which should be
white.
Other than the problems described
earlier, the decals went on fairly well.
Like the Hasegawa 737 kit, he absence of
any moulded details on the fuselage sides
made aligning the long passenger window

Product:

Dragon Airbus Industrie
A340-300 ‘Zhuhai Commemorative, (56001)
Scale:
1/400
Content:
41 injection moulded parts
decals and instructions.
Price:
$7.95
Supplier:
Hobbyco, Sydney
Comments: The small size makes it
hard to paint but still
makes a nice model.
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Marivox FFVS J-22 A/B
the fuselage curves. The decals were also
a little thin, allowing the colour underneath to show through. Aftermarket items
are probably the go here, if you can find
some. Once all this was done the landing
gear could be placed and the prop and radio antennae added.

The FFVS J-22 was a response to Sweden’s need for a fighter to defend her borders during WW2, after American aircraft
that has been ordered were unavailable.
An emergency program was established
by the Swedish Air Force, using local talent in a way similar to Australia’s Boomerang fighter. The resulting design was
hastily conceived around the Pratt &
Whitney Twin Wasp radial. The final
product proved of sound design and very
maneuverable. Top speed was 357 mph,
ceiling was 30,000 ft and range 800 miles.
The initial batch of aircraft ( the J22-A )
were armed with 2 x 13.2 mm guns and 2
x 7.62 mm guns, the later J-22 B being
equipped with 4 x 13.2 mm.
Marivox has released several kits recently, all of the ones that I have seen
have been of aircraft used by the Swedish Air Force. The 1/72 scale J-22 was

one of the first releases. It comes moulded
in mid grey plastic, with around 40 parts
plus a one piece canopy. Surface finish on
the parts is unusual, with a very fine grain
to the plastic. Mouldings were all crisp
with minimal flash. Panels lines are very
finely engraved, so finely in fact that a
few had disappeared in places. Instructions were moderately clear.
Assembly starts in the usual places, with
the cockpit detail or lack thereof being
added. Builders are left to add details such
as wiring, throttle etc themselves. Once
the pilots seat and instrument panel are in
place there is barely enough room for John
Howard’s personality, let alone the control
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column. The fairing that is situated behind
then pilot has no chance of fitting underneath the canopy, and is difficult to secure
anyway given the lack of locating pins. I
ended up filing off around 2 mm from the
top and then squeezing the canopy over it.
This proved to be a bit unwise as a day or
so later some stress cracks appeared in the
canopy plastic.
The engine consists of two rows, and
is nicely done. The cowling was a little
rough around the trailing edge, almost as
if the injection mould lacked pressure.
Some Tamiya putty was used the fill the
edge. Engine and cowling fitted well, and
mated nicely to the fuselage.
Once the wings, elevators and separate rudder are added there is remarkably
little left to do. The J-22 landing gear sits
below the fuselage in a similar style to the
Grumman Wildcat, but the gear doors are
closed once the gear is extended so there
are no bays to bother about. In any event I
left the landing gear off ( along with the
prop ) until after filling gaps and painting.
There is a small mismatch where the trailing edge of the wing meets the fuselage
that can be easily filled, and several other
minor seams, but overall fit is good.
At this point, I commenced painting by
preshading panel lines and flaps with
black, which I hoped would be easier than
trying to shade them over the camouflage.
The underside colour is just listed in the
instructions as “blue-grey”. Given no colour reference other than the box top, I
found a 50% - 50% mix of Tamiya Neutral Grey and Intermediate Blue gave a
good result. Upper surfaces were Olive
Green.
Decals were provided for a multitude
of J-22A and B versions, 5 in all. The decals provided looked O.K, but the sheet is
unusual in that all the transfers are on the
one film. This meant that each decal had
to be cut individually before wetting and
placing it. The film itself was thin enough
but not very flexible, and needed a fair
quantity of decal solution to conform to

The kits builds up nicely overall, and
makes an unusual subject amongst a sea
of Messerschmitts and Spitfires. Gripes
were few and easily corrected, the cockpit
area being of most concern. In summary,
worth the price and effort.
— Scott Pfaff

Product:
Scale:
Content:

Marivox FFVS J-22A/B
1/72
35 injection moulded
parts, decals and instructions.
Price:
$12 approx
Supplier:
F4U Hobbies
Comments: The Swedish Chef meets
Eric Hartmann – bork!
bork! bork!

Handy Tips

Readers’ Letters

When it comes to modelling, we all have our little “tricks of the
trade”. Whether it is a major scientific discovery, or an idea so
simple that no one has thought of t before, share them here for
the benefit of modellers at all levels.

Comments and feedback on the magazine is always welcome and
welcome and we need your input to help us improve the quality
of this publication. Also, write to us if you wish to discuss any
issues, opinions or even stories relating to this hobby that our
readers may be interested in. Hope to hear from you soon.

Landing and navigation lights
Try this method for making realistic landing and navigation
lights on the wings of your aircraft...
1
If a recess is not already present, cut out the required
shape in the leading edge of the assembled wing.
2
Fill any gaps and paint the whole area the same colour
as the interior of the aircraft. Place a dot of paint in the
appropriate colour, to represent the light, and allow to
dry.
3
If the kit comes with clear parts, install them with Cyanoacrylate so they are just proud of the surface, all the
way around. If no parts were in the kit, make them from
clear scrap. If the area is small enough, just use a drop
of Gap Filling Cyano.
4
Now here comes the nerve-racking part - File it to
shape. Once the final shape has been achieved, sand
with 1200 wet/dry paper (wet). Finish by polishing the
whole area smooth.
5
Mask and paint the aircraft as usual.
6
Sit back and marvel at the look of your perfect, seamless
nav/landing lights.
- Stuart Coleman

To a new modeller, from an older modeller
I have been involved in two plastic modelling clubs for over a
decade now. So many times I have seen a newcomer or person
reliving a earlier stage in their life when they first constructed a
kit from a collection of plastic parts.
A number of times, I see that not only is the kit of a nature
that may deter the newcomer but that the demands of the club
members for the skill and craft knowledge to be of such that the
accuracy and finish is further away than what skills the newcomer may have at this starting point.
I must state here I am not writing to criticise the ideas and
views that are in these clubs, but I hope to relate the newcomer
for an understanding of what is available in the vast range of
both quality, type and nature of materials in kits. In some cases
the nature of the kit has a demand on a modeller of a skill acquired over many years and having done many kits before.
These may cause the newcomer to desire not to continue the
hobby.
The is a start for any modeller and often the resulting model
is not up to the standards of models built by someone with years
of developed skills and knowledge. The important thing is not to
be degraded by the criticisms of well meaning expert modellers.
Any starting point is good for those who wish to continue in the
hobby.
It may be said that any kit made with effort had made a start.
—Ian Krestensen
Kogarah, NSW

Internet Links
Red Arrows Aerobatic Team
http://www.deltaweb.co.uk/reds/redhome.htm
This is the official site for the Red Arrows. The site includes a
history of the Red Arrows team with some photographs of early
Red Arrows aircraft, explanations of some manoeuvres, a list of
Red Arrows pilots and some beautiful photographs of the Hawk
trainers used by the team.
RAAF
http://www.adfa.oz.au/DOD/RAAF/
The official page of the RAAF is not bad as far as squadron information is concerned, but is rather short on really good photos of
the RAAF's current aircraft. Certainly the photos are not of reference quality. There is an interesting section on the RAAF's
search for contenders in project wedgetail - AEW&C aircraft.
Here there are some god photos of non RAAF aircraft, including
early AEW aircraft such as the Lockheed EC-121 and Boeing
Sentry.
Royal Thai Air Force
http://rtaf.mi.th/
Perhaps the RAAF should look at this site. The photos here are of
much better quality, there are screensavers and audio files to
download, and people can submit personal RTAF sites to be in-

cluded in their links. Other sections give an account of RTAF actions and engagements, and biographies of important personnel.
Over all, a better use of the web medium.
Hyper Scale
http://www.hyperscale.com/
One of the best. Contains kit reviews of mostly aircraft but some
armour as well (including many recent releases), multitudes of
great photos, a discussion page (Plane Talking) , references and
plenty of links to other sites of interest to the modeller. I can't say
much more - just go there !
Rupak's Indian Air Force
http://www.bharat-rakshak.com/IAF/
Everything you have ever wanted to know about the Indian air
force past and present. Many rare photos of types used by the IAF
including Spitfire IXs and XIVs, Tiger Moths and Vampires, plus
many modern types. Enough references to spice up your modelling days for many months.
— Scott Pfaff
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Competition Results
28 February 1998
No awards presented due to a lack of entries.

28 March 1998
Right:
Ford Escort 4x4
- Peter McConnell
Far Right:
P-39 Airacobra
- Weylen Tseng
Bottom Right:
Dodge Challenger
- Grahame Dunn

Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

Most Outstanding Model
Novice
Expert

Weylen Tseng
David Connolly

P-39 Airacobra
Avenger

Aircraft – Large Scale
Novice
Expert

Gold
Silver

Weylen Tseng
David Connolly
Stuart Coleman

P-39 Airacobra
F4G
Mosquito

Peter McConnell
John McNeilly
David Connolly
Tom Dy
Steve Varhegyi

Ford Escort 4x4
Austin Healy
Avenger
Macchi 202
Heinkel He 219

Mark Nolan
Mark Nolan
Mark Nolan

Panzer Grenadier
Mountain Troop
Mongol Warrier

Alan Bell
Kevin Knapp
Grahame Dunn

Cherolet ‘59
Plymouth Road Runner
Dodge Challenger

Out of the Box
Novice
Expert

Gold
Silver
Gold
Silver

Figures
Novice

Silver
Bronze

Motor Vehicles
Novice
Expert
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Gold
Silver

25 April 1998
Left:
M48A3
- Lindsay Sparks
Far Left:
Mongol Warrior
- Mark Nolan
Bottom Left:
AH-1W Cobra
- Rolando Raffaut

Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

Most Outstanding Model
Novice
Expert

Mark Nolan
Patrick Hetherington

SS MG 42
Graf Spee

Bronze

Lindsay Sparks

M48A3

Gold
Gold
Silver

Mark Nolan
Patrick Hetherington
Bob Whaites
Rolando Raffaut

SS Grenadier Balkans
Graf Spee
Spitfire Mk. VIII
AH-1W Cobra

Bronze

Glen Porter

OOPS

Silver

Stuart Coleman
Simon Wolff

Mosquito
Wirraway

AFV
Novice

Open
Novice
Expert

Dioramas
Expert

ANZAC
Expert

Open – Out of the Box
Novice

Gold

Silver

John McNeilly
Mark Nolan
Mark Nolan
Mark Nolan

Pontiac Firebird
SS MG 42
Sturmbahn Fuhrer
Mongol Warrior
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Back Issues
We still have limited qualities of back issues for INMiniature and News & Views. For availability and pricing please direct your enquiries to the editorial staff.

News & Views
Volume 1 - 1985
RAAF 451 sqn WW2
Aircraft of the Chinese AF part 3
Indonesian T-6 Texans
Volume 2 - 85
RAAF a/c of WW2 - B25D/Js
P-40N Netherlands East Indies AF
CAC boomerang
P-40N RAAF New Guinea
Volume 2 - 1986
450 sqn RAAF in WW@
DC-9 series a/c conversions
Boeing 737 conversions
Curtiss demonstrators in China
RAAF Douglas Dakota
Volume 4 -1986
Australian artillery uniforms
Trainers of the Chinese AF
RAAF in the Med. 459 sqn
RAAF Dakotas
3 sqn RAAF F/A 18s
Volume 1 - 1987
Hughes 500 D ASW - Taiwanese
Bedford 4x4 winch truck
Australian Aces - MC Shipard
RAN Uniforms
459 sqn in WW2 - part 2
MV 'Cape Pillar'
Ferrari 250 GTO - Protar 1/24
Volume 2 - 1987
DHC Beaver
Bedford 4x4 mobil VOR
RAAF Aces - GC Atherton
M4A1 Sherman
82 sqn RAAF
USS Midway CV41
Volume 3 - 1987
Dodge command recon truck
Northrop F-5 Chaseplane
Captured Me-109s in the Med
Volume 4 - 1987
A/C of the smaller Airforces Europe
RAAf Aces - AC Rawlinson
M10A1 Motor gun carriage
Guards camel regiment
F-102 Fighters
Volume 1 - 1988
37mm Motor gun carriage
Halberstadt CI.II & CI.IV fighters
A/C of the RNZAF
457 sqn RAAF
Volume 2 - 1988
1836 Royal Adelaide Marines
History of the Schneider Trophy
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Leopard AS-1 modelling guide
Captured Japanese aircraft
LARC colours
Early postwar airliners
Volume 4 - 1988
RAAf Aces - RE Thorold-Smith
Indonesian beaver
Early RAAF a/c
LVTP-7 and variants
Military DHC Otters
Miles Hawk Major
Photo T-Birds
39 Chevy sedan
Volume 1 - 1989
Civil Airliners 1919 - 1939
QANTAS Boeing 747s
Ford F-100 custom van conv.
Volume 2 - 1989
Seagoing Emil - Me109T
The Last Seafire
Resin moulding techniques
Hawker Sea Fury
Naval Biplanes
USMC PBJ-1 Bombers
F2G Super Corsairs
Argentine Harvards
Volume 3/4 - 1989
Sukhoi Su-25
Post war RN aircraft
South East Asian Miscellany
RAAF pilots in the RAF
Dornier 24 T
Television 'News Vans
South East Asian T-Birds
No. 5 sqn RAAF
No. 76 sqn Macchis
458 sqn Wellingtons
Old Crow
RAAF Boeing 707
F/A-18 update
Volume 1- 1990 World War 1 special
2 seat a/c of the Central powers
Fredrichshafen & Gotha bombers
A7V tanks
Avro 504K & Sopwith Camel
A7V Uberlandwagen
Forktail flyers - pusher aircraft
British "Rhombiod" tanks
Spad 7C.1 colours
AEG bombers & Reisenflugzeug
Austro-Fokkers
Volume 2 - 1990
RAAF Canberras
Old Crow II
Tools of the Trade
SAS Caribou "Airliner"
49th pursuit grp over Darwin
Hobbycraft MiG 17
Chinese miscellany

RAN Sabre
Volume 3 - 1990 Battle of Britain
special
Spitfires & Hurricanes in action
Australian pilots in the B.O.B
Messerschmidt Me 110s
Kampfgruppe 100
Me-109Es in the Battle
German heavy aircraft
Volume 4 - 1990
MiG Manifesto
Aussie small ships
Sukhoi Su-25 / 28 update
SAS Landrovers
Muscle Cars
QANTAS 767 colours
Volume 1 - 1991 RAAF Special
RAAF Avon Sabres
Sabre photo page
RAAF Seaplanes
BE-2 family
Curtiss P-40 Kittyhawk
Aust Flying Corps Miscellany
RAAF Beauforts
RAAF Vengences
RAAF 1921 - 1991
Volume 2 - 1991
MiG Manifesto part 2
Avro Anson
Detailing the Centurian tank
Erratum - 450 sqn P-40 N
Avro 504
Volume 3/4 - 1991
Avro 504 - Postwar variants
Nightfighter Havocs
MiG Manifesto part 3
Me 109T - Seagoing Emil
Get that #$%& off 'o there !
Old Crow ( III )
Bell UH-1 Family
Grumman Avenger Tanker
Volume 9 No. 1
FW-190 A-8
Unarmed Douglas Bostons
Klemm 35 trainer
RAAF Kittyhawk 1-a's
Me 109G-10 "bluebird"
Volume 9 No. 2
A-26 Invader part 1
Ford Thunderbird
Piper L-4 Cub
FW 190 Nightfighters
Volume 9 No. 3
DH 82 Tigermoth in Scandinavia
Cessna T-37
B-25 Mitchell
Battle of the Coral Sea
Me 109G-6 "whitebird"

Me109 G-10AS
Korean war RF-80
Stinson L-5 Sentinel
Bristol M1C
Volume 9 No. 4
A - 26 invader part 2
Revell 1/32nd Me 262
Me 262 colours
Lockheed RF-80
FW-190A-8 Kurt Buehlingen
Me 109s over Malta
Volume 10 No. 1
RAAF P-40 Ns
Aircraft in Mediterranean
25 sqn RAAF
Aces corner
77 sqn Meteors
Volume 10 No. 2
25 sqn RAAF pt 2
Two seat Spads
Aces corner
Meteors in Korea
452 sqn RAAF
Volume 10 No. 3
49th fighter group
Lockheed Ventura in RAAF service - Part 1, 2 & 3
Messerschmidt Bf 109F
Tasman models update
Volume 10 No. 4
Me-109F
Hi-kit MiG-3 1/48
3 sqn RAAF in WW2
RAAF pilots in RAF sqns
Me-109F Aces of JG 77
Volume 11 No. 1
ANZAC Hueys in the Sinai
Bell 212 - Uraguay

Bell helos
Chilean helicopters
Helicopter accessories
Hughes 500 in Antarctica
Mil Mi-8 / 17
Sea King - RAF
Sea King - West German Navy
Volume 11 No. 2/3
Aces corner - Otto Schultz
Chesapeake model conversion
sets
DHC Twin Otter colours
P-40M - RAAF
RAAF pilots in the RAF
Spitfire Mk 8 / 9 / 16
Tiger Moth in Danish service
Volume 11 No. 4
B25 Mitchell - maritime versions
Man-O-War scratchbuild
P-51 Bluenose - 352nd fighter grp
RAAF pilots in the RAF
Volume 12 No. 1/2
Aces - Clive Caldwell
CAC Boomerang 1/32
DHC Caribou - Ozmods 1/48
Tasman newsletter
Vought Kingfisher in the antipodes
Volume 12 No. 3
Aftermarket tracks
Fighter sqns of the RAAF Pt 9
Hawker Typhoon Part 1
Kiwis over Normandy
Volume 12 No. 4
Fighter sqns of the RAAF Pt 10
Fighter sqns of the RAAF Pt 9 - 2
Junkers Bestmann in Soviet service
JV 44 "Galland Circus
MiG 19 Part 2

Yakovlev in the USAAF
Volume 13 No. 1
MiG Manifesto - MiG 19 Farmer
F4U2 Corsair - Night fighters
Building the Corsair in 1/48
Italeri Tiger 1
Pontiac firebird
Spitfire 14 in RAAF service
Ventura 1/72 Wirraway
Volume 13 No. 2
CAC Boomerang 1/48
Messerschmidt Bf 110 1/32
RAAF pilots in the RAF
Sherman kits
Sturmgeschutz super detail
Vacforms
Volume 13 No. 3/4
Bf 109G-6 Hasegawa
Bristol beaufighter - Tamiya
Focke Wulf 190 D11
Grossduetschland StuG Markings
IPMS competition supplement
Jagdpanzer IV L/48 Dragon
Kubelwagon - tamiya
MiG 19 Part 3
RAAF P40N
Sherman Vc Firefly
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A Most Outstanding Model - Pieter
Stroethoff’s MG34 on Dreifuss.
Size Isn’t Everything - Supermarine
Spitfire Mk. Ixc in 1/72 scale
In A Panic - The Tale of the CAC
Boomerang
Hasegawa Finnair DC-10-30 Moonins Europe
Tamiya Panther Ausf.G Steel
Wheel Version

2003 Update

- Due to the previous editorial team being unable to locate stocks of Vols 1-10 when the job was handed back to me
in Aug 2001, all back issues before Vol 11 are now considered to be out of print. Material from those old issues will be gradually updated and represented in the current electronic version of the mag as time permits. Do not order Vols 1-10.
Steve Mackenzie Editor ‘IN miniature’ , Jan 2003

Errata
Alcohol, late nights, wild parties and a history of substance abuse by editors led to the following errors and omissions.

Volume 14 No. 1 • February 98

•
•
•
•

Page 5, First Impressions – Jeff Iles’ name was misspelt.
Page 12, In A Panic -The photos of the CAC Boomerang were taken by the late Ross Anderson at Avalon, Victoria and not Richmond, NSW.
Page 19, Competition Results – Steve Varhegyi’s name was misspelt.
Page 20, Photo Gallery – The Spanish aircraft carrier is named Dedalo and not Delado.
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Photographs by Pieter Stro-

Bottom Right:
Australia Army M113
- Lindse y Spa rke s

Right:
RAAF P-40N
- Bre tt G reen

Bottom Left:
RNZAF F4U-1A C orsair
- Warren Me yer

Left:
C live “Killer” C aldwell
- Li C hoo

Photo Gallery

